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33 Forms were turned in

1. Aware of MEDLINEplus?
   Yes: 2       No: 29
   Used it?
   Yes: 2       No: 2

2. Will you use MEDLINEplus?
   Yes: 29      No: 3

3. Refer family and friends to MEDLINEplus?
   Yes: 31      No: 

4. Aware of PubMed, Toxnet, Clinical Trials?
   Yes: 2       No: 30
   Used it?
   Yes:         No: 2

5. Will access www.kspublichealth.org?   Likely: 29   Maybe: 4   Not Likely:

Comments:

1. I would like to see us use this in our pub. Health setting. Especially the Spanish information!
2. Glad I came, will use this since they finally got me online in the lab.
3. It was nice to see veterinary aspects addressed.
4. Very informative site.